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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 2022-23  CANADIAN CLUB MEETS 
 meetings at Charles Rummel Community Centre, Burnaby 

 doors open at 11am UPCOMING  DATES:    
 SUNDAY APRIL 30  2023

SUNDAY MAY 28 
SUNDAY JUNE 25 

Our March meet was a full house! Great to see over 65 members 
back with us to enjoy lots of train fun. Special thanks to Ralph 
Spielman from New York who brought us delicious cookies from 
Massachusetts. They were gone in a flash.  

Our membership is stronger than ever. We had three new members 
join at the meeting and as I write this, I'm delighted to say I've just 
welcomed a new member from St. John's, NL , the furthest point on 
the continent from our meeting hall! We are now truly a Coast-to-
Coast Club, and have surpassed 200 members! Thanks to those of 
you who have brought the new members on board. 

Please welcome:
Thomas Ronayne - St. John's, NL
Doug Witzel - Surrey, BC
Grant McRadu - Garibaldi Highlands, BC
Cosimo Petruzzelli - Burnaby, BC

Mark Horne delivered our new Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern 
Railway reefer from Atlas O. It's a beauty and you should have 
yours now. Thanks to all who supported this project. 

Vancouver Train Expo is confirmed for Nov 4-5, and CTTA is 
confirmed as a feature exhibitor. Our recent showing at the Sea-to-
Sky Train Show at the Railway Museum of BC was very successful. 
Thanks to the new crew members - Don, Bruce, Chuck, Ed, Keith - 
who came out to run trains. It's great to be getting out to Train 
Shows again! Hope to see as many of you as we can at the April 
meet on the 30th. 

Cheers, Kyle 
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A number of interesting trains were seeking buyers, from General sets to a 746 N&W short stripe northern.

March Door Prize Winners

No wind, snow or sleet deterred us from our appointed meeting.

COOTTS 

MAY 7, 12 NOON 

NANAIMO BC 

Info: 

Jdcookaq@outlook.com
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left:  Jim, Gord and Charles 
celebrate ‘tweed day’ at the 

March meeting; 
Near left: Charles shows off a 

charming german train 
boxtop artwork that Martin 

found and gave him; 
Right and Below: Gordon Hall 
displays his custom painting 

skills with PGE passenger 
cars and, for Jim, a PGE crane 

tender (what many of us 
need).

CTTA members David Cook and Robin Dodson show the colours in Ontario at the Kitchener Train Show

New Standard 
Gauge 

acquisition for 
the club layout-


introduced to the 
membership,

and featured


on Kyle’s

layout.


Its going to look 
great on the club 

layout!
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EVENTS:   

Sun May 7, 12 noon, Nanaimo 
COOTTS MEET
INFO: jdcookaq@outlook.com sgtsudds@gmail.com

Sun Sept 24, Sidney BC 
VICTORIA MODEL TRAIN SHOW
INFO:  stay tuned

EDITOR’S CORNER  (charles reif):


Question:  do you have a favourite 
kitbash or intervention to share?


email:  CREIF@SHAW.CA


let us see your layout’s progress:

send photos and descriptions 

in memorium — jorge beristain

it is with regret that we announce the death of member jorge beristain.


jorge was a model builder extraordinaire.  our club was very fortunate 
to experience his show & tell’s of his latest railway building projects, and 

for some members to be able to commission station buildings.


there will be a feature on jorge and his marvelous models in a future 
edition of the canadian flyer.


our condolences to maureen and family.

a British 
Columbia Railway 

in 1912?

<————

who has


any information

about this 

mystery line?

where did it go?

what happened 
to it.  This was 
before the PGE


existed.
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Many CTTA members helped organize, run and celebrate  
the second Sea To Sky Model Railway and Hobby Show on March 18 & 19   

at the Railway Museum of BC in Squamish watched over by old 2860.

The CTTA Modular Layout was there in full force, thanks to old and new 
volunteers.  Gordon Hall had his great interactive layout going too.

from Via Rail 
to Moskabel, 
with lots in 
between, and 
don’t forget 

Thomas!
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An unexpected prototype 
Louis Marx & Co. meets Canadian Pacific Railway 

by Charles Reif

In 1936 Louis Marx & Co. introduced a Canadian Pacific toy 
passenger train with 8 whl cars pulled by a semi-streamlined 
2-4-2 loco, or with 4 whl cars pulled by an 0-4-0 loco, which 
came in electric or windup versions.  A total of 8 different coaches 
were made, named for 8 Canadian cities.

The lithographed 
tin cars were 

decorated with 
gold ‘canadian 
pacific’ lettering 

in a gold-
outlined black 

lozenge, pointed 
at each end.

Where did that design come from?  I was only familiar with the maroon cars with just gold lettering (above).

Then I went looking in that wonderful website ‘Old Time Trains’ (trainweb.org)

First up I found CP’s first diesel locomotive, #7000.  And it 
was built in 1936 too!  

And finally, a 
coach with the 
same lozenge 

design.  Made in 
1937 — for CP’s 

high speed 
jubilee train?

How long did CP use this design?  Not on any of its postwar coaches.  Maybe it was used only for a 
couple of years, which would be fitting, as Marx stopped making its CP coaches in 1937.  The toy loco 
meant to represent the 4-4-4 Jubilee locomotive, however, went on to pull many different freight sets in the 
USA as well as Canada, and was only ‘retired’ in 1952.

work on Brian Dziewinski’s 
Dream Layout continues. 

[videos on CTTA facebook]

MADISON HARDWARE 
BARGAIN HUNTER SPECIALS 

746 LTS        REG 49.95    SPEC 32.95 

2373 CP PAIR  REG 49.95  SPEC 32.95 

2331 VIRG  REG 39.95  SPEC 26.50 

MODEL RAILROADER  DEC 1957 

*they sure didn’t wait long to discount the  
746 and 2373, which only came out in 1957!

http://trainweb.org
http://trainweb.org

